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Large deviation asymptotics for Anosov flows

Simon WADDINGTON

SFB 170, Mathematisches Institut, Bunsenstr. 3-5,
37073 Gottingen, Germany.

Ann. Inst. Henri Poincaré,

Vol. 13, nO 4, 1996, p. 445-484 Analyse non linéaire

ABSTRACT. - We derive precise asymptotic formulae for large deviation
probabilities for suspensions of subshifts of finite type. As a corollary, we
give a stronger version of the Central Limit Theorem. We apply our results
to transitive Anosov flows, giving a result describing fluctuations in the
volume of Bowen balls and an asymptotic large deviation formula of a
homological nature involving Schwartzmann’s winding cycle.

0. INTRODUCTION

Let M be a compact C°° Riemannian manifold and let CPt : M --~ M be a
C1 flow. Let m be a fully supported, §-invariant, ergodic Borel probability
measure. According to Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem, for any real-valued
F E L(M),

for m almost all y E M. We shall be interested in studying the large
deviations from this limit.

According to Ellis [E], such a process is said to satisfy the large deviation
property if there exists a function I : I~ -~ [0, oo), called an entropy
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446 S. WADDINGTON

function, such that

(a) I is lower semicontinuous on R,
(b) I has compact level sets,

for each non-empty closed subset K of R, and

for each non-empty open subset G of R.

(If properties (a)-(d) are satisfied then the entropy function is uniquely
determined).
The Large Deviation Property has been studied extensively in hyperbolic

dynamics, both for flows and diffeomorphisms. (See for example [D], [Ki]
and [Y], which also contain many further references). We shall be concerned
with the case that § is a transitive Anosov flow. We will show that, under
certain conditions on ~, m and F, the entropy function satisfies higher
regularity properties, (in fact it is real analytic) and statements (c) and (J)
can be replaced by a much stronger asymptotic formula. These results for
flows extend earlier results of Lalley for diffeomorphisms [Lal]. Our main
theorem also yields medium deviation results, such as the Central Limit
Theorem of [Ra].

Using work of Bowen, we can reduce large deviation problems for

Anosov flows to the level of symbolic dynamics. The asymptotic formulae
we obtain are essentially based on a careful description of the spectrum
of the Ruelle operator, [Rul]. We introduce a new complex function in

dynamics, which is the Laplace transform of the moment generating function
of the process {F o with stationary probability m. Using the now
well established ’zeta function’ technique in dynamics, (see [PP], [Po2],
etc.), information on the spectrum of the Ruelle operator is used to analyse
the analytic domain of this complex function, and the asymptotic formulae
are deduced by applying an appropriate Tauberian theorem.
We use our results to study fluctuations in the volume of Bowen

balls and give a large deviation result of a homological nature involving
Schwartzmann’s winding cycle.

In section nine, we state a more general multidimensional large deviation
result which can be proved by the same method.
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447LARGE DEVIATION ASYMPTOTICS FOR ANOSOV FLOWS

1. PRESSURE AND THE RUELLE OPERATOR

Throughout this section, we let A be a k x k, zero-one aperiodic matrix,
and we define

For any a E (0,1), we can define a metric d+ on ~A by d+ (x, y) = cxn,
where n is the largest positive integer for which x2 = g2, for 0  i  n.

With respect to this metric, ~A is a compact space. The continuous map
cr : ~A -~ ~A given by = is called a (one-sided) subshift of
finite type. In fact, ~ is a bounded-to-one, local homeomorphism.

For g E C(~A; C), define

and for any 0  a  1, define a by

The space .~’~ (~) defined by

is a Banach space when endowed with the norm = + 
where ~~.~~~ is the uniform norm. Let .~~ (9~) denote the subspace
C(~’.A; .~a (~) Of ’j(~).
Two functions f, g E .~’a (~) are said to be cohomologous (written g)

if there exists a continuous function w such that f = g + w o Q - w. A
function f is called a coboundary if it is cohomologous to the function
which is identically zero. Given g E R), we define a real number
P(g), called the pressure of g by

where h(v) is the entropy of a with respect to the measure v. When

g E .~’a ( I~ ), the supremum is attained by a unique measure p = (i. e.
P(g) = -I- f gd ) called the equilibrium state or Gibbs state of g.
(See [B2], page 31). If f, g E .~’~ (I~) are functions such that f - g is

Vol. 13, n° 4-1996.



448 S . WADDINGTON

cohomologous to a constant function, then f , g have the same equilibrium
state.

For f E .~a ( ~ ), we define the Ruelle operator .~’a ( ~ ) -~ .~’~ ( ~ ) by

where the summation is over the finite set {y ~ 03A3+A : 03C3y = x). The
properties of the Ruelle operator which we shall require are summarised
in Propositions 1 and 2.

PROPOSITION 1 ([Rul] parts (i)-(iii), [Pol] part (iv)). - Let f = u + iv E
.~’a ( ~ ) be given.

(i) There is a unique simple positive maximal eigenvalue of ,Cu with
corresponding strictly positive eigenfunction h = hu E .~’a {I~). Further, the
remainder of the spectrum of .~’a ( ~ ) -~ .~’~ { ~ ) is contained in a disc
of radius strictly less than 

(ii) There is a unique probability measure v = v~ such that 

(iii) eGP~~ ~ ~ kdvu as n -~ oo exponentially fast, uniformly for all
k E .~’a {~), and furthermore, ~’ hudvu = 1.

(iv) p(,C f )  and for 0  a  is an eigenvalue of ,C f
if and only if v - a + w o ~ - w E C(~A; for some w E C{~A; ~).
If ,C f has no eigenvalues of modulus then p(,C f )  

For u E .~’a { I ~ ) , the equilibrium state ,u~ and the measure v~ given by
Proposition 1 are related by the formula

where = and hu E .~~ (I~).
Let denote the set

~ f E .~’a (~) : f + c is cohomologous to a function in 27rZ)
for some c E [0, 2~r)~.

Let denote the set { f E .~’a (~) : Im f E 
We also define a set by

and similarly, let
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449LARGE DEVIATION ASYMPTOTICS FOR ANOSOV FLOWS

Note that there is a natural inclusion C 

We can extend the definition of pressure to Lj (C) by

whenever E = u + iv, u E and v is cohomologous
to 27rM + c for some M E Z) and c E [0, 2~r). Similarly, we can
define hg = hu and 03BDg = vu.

For each g E there exists an open neighbourhood of g in .~’~ (~),
denoted by N(g), such that the have analytic
extensions to N(g), such that = holds for all f e N(g).
We define P( f ) to be the principal branch of for each

f E N(g). Also the map defined by g H v9 can be
extended to a weak-*-analytic map on a neighbourhood of Lt(C) in .~’a (~)
by f ~ v f such that = and  h fdvf = 1 hold for all f in
this neighbourhood. (Weak-*-analytic means that for each v E .~’~ (~), the
map ~V(~) 2014~ C given by is analytic).
The following proposition is a reformulation of Corollary 1 and

Proposition 4 in [Lal], or alternatively Propositions 5-7 in Appendix 1

of [La2].

PROPOSITION 2. - Let g E Lj (C) and let B C compact.
(i) Let Ki C N(g) be compact. Then there exists 61 > 0 such that

uniformly for f E Kl and k E B.
(ii) Let K2 C be compact. Then there exists 62 > 0 such that

uniformly for f E K2 and k E B.

We now define the notion of a-independence.

DEFINITION 1. - Two functions said to be r-

independent if whenever there are constants tl , t2 E R such that t1f1 + t2 f 2
is cohomologous to an element of C ( ~ A ; 27rZ) then t 1 = 0 = t2.

Vol. 13, n° 4-1996.



450 S. WADDINGTON

2. SUSPENDED FLOWS

As in section l, we assume that A is a d x d aperiodic matrix with
entries 0 or l, and we define

, no

For this space, we define a metric d, (for a given 0  Q  1), by
d(x, y) = where n is the largest positive integer for which xi = for
-n  i  n. The homeomorphism ð : ~A -~ ~A defined by = xn+i
is called the (two-sided) subshift of finite type.
We shall denote the real and complex Banach spaces of Holder continuous

functions by and respectively, which are defined analogously
to those for the one-sided shift. We can also define pressure and equilibrium
states for functions in in complete analogy with the one-sided
shift. We refer the reader to [PP] for further details.

Holder continuous functions defined on the one and two sided shift spaces
are related as follows. If f E then there exist g, w E (C) such
that f = g + w - w o ~ and g ( x ) = whenever x = gi for i ~ 0, (so
that we may regard g as an element of .~’a ~ 2 ( ~ ) ) .

For a strictly positive function r E we define a new space by

where the equivalence relation N identifies the points (x, r(x)) and (ax, 0),
for each x E ~A. The space ~A inherits the product topology from
03A3A and R. We define the suspended flow 03C3r : 03A3rA ~ 03A3rA locally, by
~t (x, s) = (x, s + t), taking into account the identifications.
The flow ~~’ : ~A --~ ~A is called topologically weak mixing if there is

no non-trivial solution to F o ~t = eiat F with F E and a > 0.
The case that ~’’ is not topologically weak mixing reduces to studying
the technically much easier case the the shift map o-. Large deviations for
subshifts of finite type were considered in [Lal], so we will not make
further reference to them here.

For F E C(~A; C) or C(~A; R), let .~’~ (~) and .~’a (I~) denote the

respective spaces of functions which are Lipschitz continuous. Define

f E C(~A; C) by

Note that if F E .~’~ ( ~ ) then f E 

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire



451LARGE DEVIATION ASYMPTOTICS FOR ANOSOV FLOWS

We now define the notions of pressure and equilibrium states for flows.
For F E R), define the pressure P(F) of F by

P(F)

=sup Fdnt : rre is a Q~’ invariant Borel probability measure ,
(where h(m) is the entropy of ~i : EA with respect to

m). If F E .~a(9~), there is a unique measure m = mF such that

P(F) = h(m) -~ f Fdm, and this measure is called the equilibrium
state of F. Such a measure takes the form m = where  is

the unique equilibrium state of f - P(F)r E (i.e.  = 

and 1 is Lebesgue measure on R. More explicitly, this means that for any
H E C(~A; C),

Further, c = P(F) is the unique real number such that P( f -cr) = 0, [BR].
A continuous function H E is called continuously

differentiable with respect to Q~ if for each y E EA,

exists and is continuous. Two functions F, G E C(~A; C) are cohomologous
if there exists a continuously differentiable function H E C(~A; C) such
that F - G = H’. For functions F, G E .~’a (~), if F - G is cohomologous
to a constant function then F, G have the same equilibrium state.

For any F, G E .~’a ( B~ ) , define a map ,~ : ~ --~ R by =

P(G + tF) - P(G). It is not difficult to verify that ,~ is real analytic.
Furthermore, 

_

and

where

Vol. 13, n ° 4-1996.



452 S. WADDINGTON

by [La2], section 5. Furthermore, 03C32m(F) = 0 if and only if F is

cohomologous to a constant function, and otherwise > 0.

We now assume that F is not cohomologous to a constant. Then the map
t ~--> is strictly increasing. Let TF be defined by

Then for each a E TF, there exists a unique p(a) E R such that
= a. The function p : R is strictly increasing, surjective

and real analytic. We let 1 : be defined by

Standard properties of the Legendre transform then give

By the Inverse Function Theorem,

Thus we have that

and in particular, -y’ (a) = 0 if and only if a Furthermore,

~y" (a) _ - p’ (a)  0 since p is strictly increasing. We conclude that ~y

is a strictly concave, non-positive function with a unique maximum at

Notational comments. - We shall adopt, wherever possible, the notational
conventions of [PP]. In particular, for g : ~A -~ C, we let

We introduce an analogous notation for flows. For F E C(~A; ~), we define

We now extend the ideas of independence in section one to suspended
flows. First we remark that there is an obvious analogue of a-independence

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire



453LARGE DEVIATION ASYMPTOTICS FOR ANOSOV FLOWS

for functions in in the sense of Definition 1. For suspended flows,
we define a notion of flow independence in Definition 2.

First let G E .~a ( I ~ ) , and define a skew product flow Sf on S1 by

DEFINITION 2 [La2]. - Given a suspended flow r~ and a function

F E .~’a (f~), F and a~~’ are flow independent if the following condition
is satisfied. If are constants such that the skew product flow

S1 x ~A --~ S1 x ~A, where G = to + t1F, is not topologically
ergodic, then to = 0 = tl.
The following proposition contains some useful simple observations.

PROPOSITION 3. - If F and are flow independent then the functions f
and rare a-independent, where f(x) = ~o ~x~ F(x, u)du. Further, if either
of these two conditions hold then the following two statements are true.

(i) The flow a-r is topologically weak mixing.
(ii) The function F is not cohomologous to a constant function.

3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS FOR SUSPENDED FLOWS

Let ~t : ~A -~ ~A be a suspended flow and let F E .~’a (f~). We suppose
throughout this section that F and ~T are flow independent. Fix G E 
and let m = mG denote the equilibrium state of G. Our main result for
large deviations for suspended flows is the following. 

°

THEOREM 1. - For every b > 0 and a E rF,

as T -~ oo. The constant C(a) is given by (4.12). Furthermore, for any
compact set the convergence in (3.1 ) is uniform in J.

In the statement of Theorem l, we have used the standard notation

B(t) to mean

The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in section 5.

Vol. 13, n° 4-1996.
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Remarks l. - ti) In the terminology of large deviations, the function
I : R given by I(a) = -~y(a) is called the entropy function, [E],
[Tl], and is therefore real analytic.

(ii) By the variational principal stated in section two, for any a E FF ,

(iii) In Theorem 1, we can replace the assumption that are flow

independent by the assumption that f, r are ð-independent.
(iv) We can replace the interval [0, b] in the statement of Theorem 1 by

any compact interval K C R, to give

as T -~ oo. The convergence of uniform on compact subsets of TF.

We now deduce some corollaries of Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 1. - Fo r eve ry b > 0 and a E r ~,

COROLLARY 2. - If p(a) > 0 then

as T -~ oo.

The proof of Corollary 2 will be given in section 6.
We can now formulate a result which more closely parallels the notation

used in the introduction.

COROLLARY 3. - Let J C R be a closed interval which does not contain

the point ~’ Fdm. Let a E T F be the unique point for which

Then

as T - oo.

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire
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The following corollary extends part of Theorem 2 in [Lal ] for subshifts
of finite type.

COROLLARY 4. - For any c E R and b > 0,

Proof - From section two, we have that

and

By the real analycity of 03B3,

By making the simple observation that

we can apply Theorem 1 to deduce the result. (This uses the uniformity
on compact subsets of rF). tx]

The Central Limit Theorem now follows easily from Corollary 4.

COROLLARY 5 (Central Limit Theorem). [Ra], [DP]. - For every c E R,

Vol. 13,n° 4-1996.
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Remarks 2. - (i) It will be interesting to see whether it is possible to
estimate the rate of convergence in the Central Limit Theorem using our
techniques. Such results are known for discrete processes such as subshifts
of finite type, [CP], [GH].

(ii) One can derive similar results to those in this section when F, ~~’
are not flow independent, but where ~r is still assumed to be topologically
weak mixing. In particular, we obtain the Central Limit Theorem for any
topologically weak mixing flow. We hope to analyse these other cases in
a future article.

4. THE MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTION

We first give some basic notation and definitions. Let F E .~a (C),
G E .~’a (I~), and let

and

Let m = mG denote the (unique) equilibrium state of G and let EG denote
the expectation operator

for each H~ E C ( ~ A ) . Define the moment generating function, M = MG,F
by

The Laplace transform Z(s) = ZG,F(s) of M is given by

for s E C, whenever the integral converges.
Substituting (-iw+p(a))(F-a), where F E .~a(V~) and a E TF, we let

where w E R, whenever this is well defined.

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire
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PROPOSITION 4. - Suppose that F E and Qr are flow independent.
Let a E TF be arbitrary. Then the following statements hold.

(i) Z(s, w, a) is analytic for (s, w) E {s : Re(s) > ~y(a)~ x R.
(ii) There exists an open neighbourhood U of (~y(a), 0) in ~2 such that

for each (s, w) E U,

where C(a) ~ 0 depends only on a and Jl (s, w, a) is analytic for all
(s, w) E U.

(iii) Z(s, w, a) is analytic for (s, w) in an open neighbourhood V of
{s : Re(s) _ ~y(a~, s ~ ~y(a~~ x ~0}.

(iv) For each c~ E I~ ~ {0}, Z(8, w, a) is analytic for (s, w) in an open
neighbourhood W of f s : Re(s) _ ~y(a)} x {cv}.

Moreover, if J c I~F is any non-empty, compact set, and for any a E J,

U’ = U - ~(’Y(a)~ ~)~, V’ = v - ~(’Y(a)~ ~)~~ W’ = W - {(’Y(a)~ ~)~
(where X - ~y~ = f x - y : x E X } , for X C y E then

U’, V’, W’ and e can be chosen to depend only on J.

We will require the following elementary lemma in the proof of
Proposition 4.

LEMMA l. - If K E .~a(~) then

Proof of Lemma l. - We will use the elementary inequality

Suppose that K E .~’a ( ~ ), and note that

for a constant C > 0, since r E Thus k E as claimed. ~a

Vol. 13, n° 4-1996.



458 S. WADDINGTON

Proof of Proposition 4. - Given real numbers T, 8 > 0, there exists a
unique choice of n > 0 and v E such that T + 0 = v + rn(x).
For this choice of n, v we have the identity

An alternative, shorthand way of expressing this is to use a modified version
of a technical device employed in [Po2], p. 418. This is the identity

where 8 denotes the Dirac Delta Function. Note that only one term in
the summation in (4.3) can be non-zero. Equation (4.3) can be interpreted
rigorously as described above.
From section 2, the equilibrium state m = mG of G may be expressed

as m = where  = is the equilibrium state of g - P(G)r
Hence we have,

Substituting (4.3) into (4.4) gives

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire
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where

and

We can now legitimately make three further assumptions. For some
a > 0, these assumptions are as follows.

(a) By adding a coboundary to r, we can assume that r E .~’a (~), (cf
section 2). In particular, this leaves invariant the topological conjugacy
class of ~’’ .

(b) By adding a coboundary to g, we can assume g E .~’a { ~ ) .
(c) We can assume that F E .~’~ {0~) does not depend on Xi for all i  0

by first approximating F by functions depending on only finitely many
~ A -coordinates. Thus we may also suppose that B1 ( s, . ) , B2 ( s, . ) depend
only on future coordinates for all s E C, and that f E .~a ( I ~ ) .
By (1.1), we may write dft = hdv, where h = .~’a (~) and

v = Thus by Proposition 1 (i),(ii), and (4.5),

Vol. 13, n° 4-1996.
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By Lemma 1, B2(s, x) E for each s E E. By (4.2), we therefore
have

where

and

We now proceed to describe the analytic domain of Z(s, w, a). It is
useful here to regard (4.7) as the definition of Z(s, w, a), as the expression
in (4.2) may not have an extension beyond its domain of convergence. For
notational convenience, we take

First let

and

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire
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Proof of (i). - By Proposition 1 (iii), we have for each fixed (s, w, a), for
some a E (0,1) depending on s, a,

provided P(g + p(a)(f - ar) - (Re(s) + P(G))r)  0. By the strict

monotonicity of pressure, this is true if Re(s) > ,(a). Thus Z(s, w, a) is

analytic for (s, w) E {s : Re(s) > y(a~} x R, for any a E TF, which
proves (i).

Proof of (ii). - By Proposition 2(i), provided e > 0 is sufficiently small,
and U is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 7(a) E C, there exists
61 > 0 such that

as n -~ oo, for each s E U, and w E (-~, ~). From (4.7) and (4.10), we
therefore have that

where J2(s, w, a) is analytic for (s, w) E Ul. Here, Ul is an open
neighbourhood of (7(a), 0) E C2. The function B6 is defined by

Calculation of the residue at (s, w) = (y(a), 0) gives

Vol. 13, n° 4-1996.
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where J3 (s, w, a) is analytic for (s, w) E U2, where U2 is an open
neighbourhood of (~y(a), 0). Further, the constant C(a) is given by

where B6 is defined by (4.11). In particular, C(a) > 0 for all a E TF.
This proves (ii).

Proof of (iii). - Now suppose that t ~ 0. There are two cases to consider.
Firstly suppose that

say 0, a)) is cohomologous to 27rM+c for some c E [0,27r)
and M E C(~A; 7L). By applying Proposition 2(i), as in part (ii), there exists
an open neighbourhood U3 of (y(a) + it, 0) in ~Z such that

for (s, w) E U3, for an explicit function Further, J4(s, w, a)
is analytic for (s, w) E U3. By Proposition 3(i), aT is topologically weak
mixing, and hence c ~ 0. Thus P(b(s, w, a)) ~ 0 for all (s, w) E U3, and
so Z(s, w, a) is analytic in U3.

Secondly, suppose that

By Proposition l(iv), there exists ~1 E (0, 1) such that

By the upper semicontinuity of the map defined by g - 
given 1). we can find ~1 > 0 and 03BE1 > 0 such that

for all |03BB|  03BE1, |w| ~ ~1. By Proposition l(iv) again, the compact set

is contained in Therefore by Proposition 2(ii), there exists b2 > 0
such that for s = 1’(a) + A + it,

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire
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for all ~~~  ~1 and w E (-ei, el). Thus by (4.7) again, Z(s, w, a) is

analytic for (s, w) E ~y(a) + i(t - ~1), + i(t + y)~ x (-el, el).
Combining these two cases shows that, for each a E FF,the function

Z(s, w, a) is analytic in an open neighbourhood of {s : Re(s) = 
s ~ ~y(a)} x {0}, as required. This completes the proof of (iii).

Proof of (iv). - Let {0} and t E R be fixed. Again there are
two cases to consider. First suppose that

say Im(b(y(a)+it, w , a)) is cohomologous to 203C0 M + c for some c E [0, 
and M E C(~A; 7L). By proceeding as in part (ii), there exists an open
neighbourhood U4 of (-y(a) + it, w) in C2 such that

for (s, m) E U4, for an explicit function Further, J5(s, w, a) is
analytic for (s, w) E U4. By Proposition 3, f and r are a-independent, and
hence c ~ 0. Thus P(b(s, w, a)) ~ 0 for all (s, w) E U4. Hence Z(s, w, a)
is analytic in U4.

Secondly, suppose that

By duplicating part of the argument for case (iii), we can find ~2 > 0 and

~2 > 0 such that the compact set

is contained in Thus by Proposition 2(ii), there exists 83 > 0 such
that for s = + A + it,

Combining these two cases shows Z(s, w, a) is analytic in an open

neighbourhood of {s : Re ( s ) = ~y ( a ) ~ x ~ w ~ , for each w e R B ~ 0 ~ as

required.

Vol. 13, n° 4-1996.
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Proof of uniformity. - We consider the proofs of parts (ii)-(iv) again. Let
J c rF be a non-empty, compact set.

(ii) By Proposition 2(i), by choosing sufficiently small, we may
suppose that 81 in (4.10) depends only on J. Thus also depend
only on J.

(iii) In the case + it, 0, a)) is cohomologous to 27rM + c, for
some c E [0,27r) and M E C(~A; Z), we can apply Proposition 2(i), as in
(ii), to deduce that t/g = U3 - (~y(a), 0) depends only on J. In the case

for all a E J, we can choose ~, ~1 > 0 depending only on J, by the upper
semicontinuity of the map g - and the compactness of J. Then, by
Proposition 2(ii), we can choose b2 > 0 to depend only on J. Combining
these two cases allows us to choose a neighbourhood V of

such that V’ I = V - {(~y(a), 0)} depends only on J.
(iv) This is similar to part (iii). tx]

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Let A denote the space of C°° test functions on R, i.e.

For u E A, let û denote the Fourier-Laplace transform of u, defined by

for z E C, wherever the integral converges. If u E A, then the function
~ --~ R given u(iw) is also in A.

Let ( I~N ) ~-1 denote the approximate identity whose Fourier transform
is given by
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(One can obtain an explicit formula for kN itself by Fourier inversion).
We remark that the map w - is in 0, and that 1 as

N --i oo, uniformly for w in any compact subset of R.
Let J c rF be a fixed non-empty, compact set. To prove Theorem 1,

it suffices, by standard smoothing arguments, to show that for any

non-negative u E A with compact support,

uniformly for all a E J.

Let

and note that HT has Fourier transform

So we have

by Parseval’s identity, [Ka], p. 132,

by translating the path of integration,

by the Parseval identity again,

where is a positive Borel measure on R given by

To justify translating the contour of integration, note that the family
is compact in for any compact set K c R.
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Thus the Fourier transforms satisfy ic(iw + c) --~ 0 as ~w) --~ oo, uniformly
for c E K, by the Riemann Lebesgue Lemma.
To prove (5.2), it therefore suffices to show that

as T - oo, uniformly for all a E J.
We will use the following lemma which is a modified version of Lemma 2

in [Lal ], or alternatively Theorem G in [La2], for a continuous, rather than
discrete, family of functions. The proofs are entirely analogous.

LEMMA 2. - Let (kN)~N=1 be an approximate identity and let J ~ R be
a closed interval. Let be a collection of positive Borel measures
on R, having the property that, for each finite interval I of 8~, there exists
a constant KI such that

Suppose that for each T > 1 and each v E a with v > 0,

for certain positive Borel measures on R. Then for any family
of non-negative functions in ~ such that ~ H u~ is continuous in

the 0-topology,

First note that, for a function u e A with compact support, the map
given by a - is continuous in the A-topology. To

prove (5.5), it therefore suffices, by Lemma 2, to verify (5.6) and (5.7)
for the measures 

First we prove (5.7). Let a E T F and let v G A be non-negative. Define
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where vN,a = and f~ -~ I~ is given by
(t) = Then by Fourier inversion, we have as in (5.3) that

where J1 (s) is analytic in V, where V is an open neighbourhood of
{s : Re(s) > ~y(a)~, by Proposition 4(i),(iv), and V - {-y(a)} depends
only on J.

By Proposition 4(i),(ii) and (iii), there exists an open neighbourhood !7i
of {s : Re(s) > y(a)~ x f 0} such that for (s, w) E Ul,

where J2(s, w, a) is analytic for (s, w) E Ul, and Ui = Ul - (~y(a), 0)
depends only on J.

LEMMA 3. - For any a E rF,
(i) there exists a function s (w, a), well defined and real analytic in w for
I  ~, for all ~ sufficiently small, such that s ( w, a) is the unique simple

pole of Z(s, w, a) in an open neighbourhood of (s, w) = (~y(a), 0),

(vi) Re s(w, a) is an even function of w,
(vii) Z(s, w, a) has no poles in Ul except s(w, a).
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Proof. - From section 2, we may assume that r, f , g E for some
a > 0. Let

which is the unique maximal eigenvalue of the Ruelle operator

for ~w~  e. Furthermore, we have ~(~y(a), 0, a) = 1. By the Perturbation
Theory for the Ruelle operator, (see section one), A is analytic for (s, w)
in an open neighbourhood of (~y(a), 0) for each a E TF, and

By (5.11), we can apply the Implicit Function Theorem to find s = s(w, a)
which satisfies

Part (i) follows from the representation of Z(s, w, a) given in (5.10).
By differentiating (5.12) with respect to w, we have

Thus

Also, by differentiation of (5.12) with respect to s,

Together, (5.13)-(5.15) prove (ii) and (iii).
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To prove (iv),(v), we use the identity

a similar version of which occurs in [KS], Proposition 2.1. By hypothesis,
F is not cohomologous to a constant function, and so

By definition, we have the identity

To prove (vi), since Z(s, w, a) = Z(s, -w, a), it follows immediately
that s(w, a) = s(-w, a), and hence Re s(w, a) = Re s(-w, a).

Finally, (vii) follows immediately from Proposition 4(iii). [>o

Now we remark that

where  rd  ~ 0, (cf. [PP], page 75, for a similar calculation).
Thus, by applying Lemma 3 to (5.10), there exists an open neighbourhood

U2 of {s : Re(s) > y(a)} x {0~ such that for (s, w) E U2,

where J3(s, w, a) is analytic for (s, w) E U2, and UZ depends only on J.
By applying the Morse Lemma to Re s (w , a), we have by Lemma 3 that

there exists a function y = y(w, a) defined for ~w~  e and a E TF such that

(A statement of the Morse Lemma in the precise form in which we require
it is given in [KS], Lemma 3.4).
By combining (5.16),(5.17) and the observations concerning s(w, a) in

Lemma 3, we can rewrite (5.9) as
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where J4(s) is analytic in an open neighbourhood U3 of Re(s) > ,(a),
depending on e, and where U3 - f~y(~z)~ depends only on J. Also,
q(w , a) = Im s(w, a) satisfies

by Lemma 3(iii),(v).
By a change of variables, we may rewrite (5.18) as

where P(y, a) is defined by

Further, Q(y, a) = Im s(w(y, a), a) is an odd function of y and satisfies

(See [Shl], page 278, for a similar calculation).
The integral in (5.19) occurs in a calculation in [KS], section three. By

duplicating this analysis, we have the following proposition. The uniformity
on compact subsets of I‘F follows from (5.19), and a careful examination
of the calculation in [KS]. Intuitively, the uniformity is obvious as the

convergence in Proposition 5 is determined by the convergence in (5.19),
which depends uniformly on compact subsets of rF.

PROPOSITION 5. - Let a E rF be arbitrary. Then the limit

exists for almost every t E I~, and is in the space of locally
integrable functions with locally integrable first derivatives. Further, there
exists a locally integrable function h(t) such that
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for 03C3 > 
If a C J c rF, with J compact, then the convergence in (5.20) is uniform

in J, and h can be chosen depending only on J.

Now we define a function ZN,v (s, a) by a change of variables, namely

where

The function ZN,v is well defined for Re(s) > 1.
We now require the following Tauberian Theorem, part (i) of which is

stated in [KS], (Proposition 4.2). We have made two slight modifications.
Firstly, we have made the change of variables $ - aCT). (A result
in this precise form was proved by Delange in [De], but with stronger
hypotheses). Secondly, uniformity on compact sets follows immediately
from the proof given in [KS]. Once more, the uniformity statement is

intuitively clear in the same way as in Proposition 5. Part (ii) requires a
minor modification to the proof of part (i).

PROPOSITION 6. - Let J C R be compact.
(i) Let a : J x 8~ --~ R be continuous and write aa(T) = a(a, T). Let

= 0 and suppose that aa(T) is monotonic non-decreasing, for all
a E J. Let fa (s) be a family of functions, depending continuously on a E J,
such that f a ( s ) is analytic for all Re ( s ) > 1 and all a E J. Let a ~ Aa be
a continuous map J ~ R B {0}. Suppose that the identity

holds, for all Re(s) > 1 and all a E J. Further suppose that

exists for almost every t E B~, and is in Wlo~ ( 9~ ), independent of a E J.
Further suppose that there is a locally integrable function h(t), depending
only on J, such that
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for b > 0. Then

uniformly for a E J.

(ii) Let a : J x I~ ~ R be continuous and suppose that aa (T) is non-

negative for all a E J. Suppose that fa, Aa are as in part (i), and that
assumptions (5.22)-(5.24) hold. Then

where the implied constant depends only on J.

Applying Propositions 5,6(i) to the function ZN,v, as defined in (5.21),
we obtain

uniformly for a E J. In order to obtain an asymptotic formula for

aT ), we require the following lemma, which is easily
deduced from [W], Theorem 15, page 223.

LEMMA 4. - Let J C R be compact, and let g : J x [o, oo ) -~ [o, oo ) be
continuous and write ga (T) = g(a, T). Suppose that ga is C2 and satisfies

for every a E J, where the implied constant depends only on J. Suppose
there exists a continuous ~0~, a H Aa, such that

uniformly for a E J. Then

uniformly for a E J.
We will apply Lemma 4 to aN,v,a. First note that T H CxN,v,a (T ) is C2.

Furthermore, we may find a non-negative function wN,a e A for which the
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has support [-N, N], and a constant Cj depending
only on J, such that

The function

shares the properties of ZN,v (s, a) stated in Proposition 5. By integration
by parts,

for Re(s) > 1. Thus we may apply Proposition 6(ii) to the left hand integral
in (5.30). Together with (5.29), this yields

where the implied constant depends only on J. This verifies (5.27).
Condition (5.28) follows from (5.26), so by Lemma 4, we have

as T ~ oo, uniformly for a E J. Thus from (5.3), we deduce that

uniformly for a E J. This proves condition (5.7) in Lemma 2.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we need also to verify condition

(5.6) in Lemma 2. We use an analogous argument to [Lal], applying our
’zeta function’ analysis at the appropriate point. We include all the details
for completeness.

Let I be a closed interval in R, and let J C r F be compact and non-
empty. Choose a non-negative function v e A such that v > 1 on I,
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0 and such that the v(iw) has support [-N, N], for N
sufficiently large. It suffices to show that

By Parseval’s identity,

By defining formally (t(s, a) by

for (s, a) E C x r~. By analysing (t(s, a) in a similar way to ZN,v (s, a),
we have

for all T, where Kj is a constant depending only on I. This proves (5.6).

6. PROOF OF COROLLARY 2

Fix an a E rF such that p(a) > 0. Since the map ’r : R is real

analytic, we may choose £1 > 0 so that the power series representation of
q at a converges in the interval ( a - ~ 1, a + ei). Also, since ,~’ : !R 2014~ rF is
continuous, surjective and strictly increasing, the set TF is open. Thus
we may choose 6-2 > 0 so that (a, a + ~2) C rF. We will choose
~ = 

We will use the inequality
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First we consider the first term on the right hand side of (6.1). For each

0  j  [Te], we may write

By our choice of E, we may write

for 0  j  ~T ~~ . Using Theorem 1, (and in particular the uniformity in

a), together with (6.2), (6.3), we have

For the second term on the right hand side of (6.1), note that

where b = a + e.

By Proposition 4, Z(s, 0, b) is analytic for Re(s) > ~y(b). As in section 5,
we now define a function
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where

which is analytic for Re(s) > 1. Integrating (6.6) by parts yields

for Re(s) > 1. Hence, by [W] Theorem 2.2a, page 39, for any 8 > 0,

and thus

Combining (6.1), (6.4), (6.5) and (6.7) and the fact that ~y(b) _ + c) 
completes the proof of Corollary 2.

7. APPLICATION I: SRB MEASURES FOR ANOSOV FLOWS

Let M be a compact C°° Riemannian manifold, and let ~t : ~VI ~ M
be a C1 flow. A point y E M is called wandering if there exists an open
neighbourhood U of y such that ~t U n U = 0 for all t > 0 sufficiently
large. The non-wandering set SZ is the complement of the union of the set
of wandering points, and is closed and §-invariant.
The flow § is called Anosov if T M can be written as a Whitney sum of

three D~t-invariant continuous subbundles

where E is the one-dimensional bundle tangent to the flow, and there are
constants C, A > 0 such that

We make a further assumption that n = M, i. e. the flow § is assumed
to be transitive.

For G E C(M; I~), we can define the pressure P(G) of G in an analogous
way to suspended flows by

P(G)

= sup + Gdm : m is a §-invariant Borel probability measure .
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If G is Holder continuous, then there is a unique measure at which the
supremum is attained, called the equilibrium state of G.

Analyticity of pressure and formulae for its derivatives are completely
analogous to those for suspended flows. Thus, we can also define p
and TF as before. There are also analogous notions of topological weak
mixing, cohomology and flow independence for ~.
The connection between suspended flows and transitive Anosov flows is

described by the following result of Bowen.

PROPOSITION 7 [B 1 ] . - Let 03C6 be a transitive Anosov flow. Then there exists
a suspended flow ~rt : ~A -~ ~A and a Lipschitz continuous, surjective,
bounded-to-one map p : ~A --~ M such that p~t = If m is the (unique)
equilibrium state for the Holder continuous function G E C(M; R) then
p* m is the (unique) equilibrium state of Go p. Furthermore, p is a measure-
theoretic isomorphism between these two measures. In particular, 03C6 is weak
mixing if and only if o-r weak mixing.

We remark that Anosov flows are examples of Axiom A attractors (see
[PP] chapter 11 for example). Thus, following [BR], for any x E M and
t > 0, the map

and its restriction

are well defined. We define a function M --~ R by

We now make the additional assumption that § is C2. Then the splitting
E (B E~ is known to be Holder continuous, and hence the map

7/ )2014~ is Holder continuous. We also have that = 0.

The Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB) measure m is defined to be the equilibrium
state of - ~~‘, i. e. m = and is therefore unique and supported on M.

Let b denote the normalised Riemannian volume on M. The Bowen-
Ruelle ergodic theorem for C2 transitive Anosov flows is given by the
following proposition.

PROPOSITION 8 [BR]. - For any F E C(M; R),
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for t1 almost all y E M.

The SRB measure is also an ergodic measure for cp, and so we also have
the following ergodic theorem.

PROPOSITION 9. - Fo r any F E C(M; R),

for m almost all y E M.

A Borel probability measure is called smooth if it is absolutely continuous
with respect to the volume measure u. If § has a smooth invariant Borel
probability measure u, then by Proposition 8 and Birkhoff’s Ergodic
Theorem, we have m = u. In this case, Proposition 9 is a corollary of
Proposition 8.

We now consider large deviations from the limit in Proposition 9. Using
the modelling theory for Anosov flows, described in Proposition 7, we can
reformulate Theorem 1 as follows.

THEOREM 2. - Let ~t be a C~ transitive Anosov flow. Let F E 6~)
be Holder continuous and suppose that F and ~ are flow independent. Then
for every b > 0 and a E rF,

as T - oo. The constant is given by (4.12) and

Remarks 4. - (i) Analogous statements of Corollaries 1-5 can also be

given in this context.

(ii) In general it does not seem possible, using our techniques, to give
precise large deviation formulae for the limit in Proposition 8. Some less
precise results are given in [K].

(iii) The results of this section could equally well be formulated in the
more general setting of C2 Axiom A attractors, [BR].

(iv) The constant C(a) in Theorem 2 must be independent of the choices
of Markov sections that we used in the proof, since all the other terms in
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(6.1) are independent of such choices. It may be possible to use ideas in
[Ru2] to give an explicit expression for C(a) in terms of ~.
For any e > 0, T > 0 and y E M, we define the Bowen ball B (y; e, T) by

PROPOSITION 10 (Volume Lemma) [BR]. - For every ~ > 0, there exists
a real number D = > 1 such that

for all y E M, T > 0.

The following theorem is a large deviation result for Bowen balls.

THEOREM.3. - Let ~t be a C’2 transitive Anosov flow. Suppose are

flow independent. Let ~ > 0 be given. Then for any c E (0, and

a E we have

where the implied upper and lower bounds are given by

and

respectively. The constant D = is given by Proposition 10. Further,

and C(a) can be computed from equation (4.12).
In the statement of Theorem 3, we have used the standard notation

A(t) ~ B(t) to mean that there exist constants Kl, K2 such that

for all t sufficiently large.
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Proof of Theorem 3. - Let ~ > 0 be given. For any y E M and T > 0,
we have by Proposition 10 that there exists D = D ( c) > 1 such that

Hence, for any b > 2 log D,

Taking c = e-b, and applying Theorem 2 gives the result. [>o

Remark 5. - Some less precise results comparing the size of Bowen balls
of flows, for two given measures, were proved in [T2].

8. APPLICATION II: WINDING CYCLES FOR ANOSOV FLOWS

In this section, we continue in a similar setting to section six. In particular,
let ~t : M -~ M be a C1 transitive Anosov flow and let m = mG be

the (unique) equilibrium state of a real valued, Holder continuous function
G : M ~ R.

We define a linear functional &#x26;G : H1 (M; I~) ~ R, called the winding
cycle, by

where w is a closed 1-form, and Z is the vector field generated by the flow
~. (This was introduced by Schwartzmann, [Sc]). If w is an exact 1-form
then = 0, so ~G yields a homology class in H1(M; R), that is

The ergodicity of the flow gives

for m almost all y E M. We shall give a large deviation result for this limit.
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We define the covariance form bG : H1(M; I~) x H1(M; I~) -3 I~ by

which is a positive, semidefinite quadratic form on HI (M; R). In particular,
b(W, c,~) = 0 if and only if  >: M ~ ~ is cohomologous to a
constant function.

We now suppose that, for some fixed non-trivial w E 

 c~, Z > and § are flow independent. In particular, this implies that

cp is topologically weak mixing and that  w, Z > is not cohomologous to
a constant function, (cf. Proposition 3). Let

where

v

Since w) > 0 for all t E R, the map t H is

strictly increasing. Thus we may define an inverse map p : rw --~ R.
The following theorem is the analogue of Theorem 1 in this situation.

THEOREM 4. - Let M --~ M be a C1 transitive Anosov flow and
let w E R) be non-trivial. Suppose that  w, Z > and 03C6 are flow
independent, where Z is the vector field generated by ~. Then for any a E r~,,

as T --~ oo, where

and C(a) is a constant, (given by (4.12)).
Remarks 6. - (i) Analogous statements of Corollaries 1-5 can also be

given in this context.

(ii) The winding cycle can be interpreted intuitively as measuring the
’average homological direction’ of orbits of the flow. Our result therefore
quantifies the deviations from this average.
Remarks 7. - If - 0 then § and  w, Z > are flow independent, for

every nonexact, closed 1-form w. (See [Sh2] for details). For example, if §
is a geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of a negatively curved surface,
which is of Anosov type, and m is the measure of maximal entropy (i. e.
(? = 0), then 0. (This fact is proved in [KS], section one).
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9. MULTIDIMENSIONAL LARGE DEVIATIONS

In this section, we state a multidimensional analogue of Theorem 1 for
suspended flows. We refer the reader to [Lal], [La2] for the unproved
results about pressure.

First let a~T : ~A ~ ~A be a suspended flow and let F = (Fl, ..., Fk) E
(~(R))~. For G E .~~ ( (~ ) , define a skew product flow sf as in

Definition 2. We say that F, o-T are flow independent if there are constants
t = (tl, ..., tk) E I~~ and to E (~, such that the skew product flow SG, with
G = to+  t, F > is not topologically ergodic, then t = 0 and to = 0.
In particular, this condition implies that  t, F > is not cohomologous to
a constant for any t E 

Define a map R by

which is again real analytic. Further,

and the Hessian matrix is positive definite at every t E IRk. Let

which is a subset of The map t ~--> is real analytic. For each
a E TF, there exists a unique p(a) E I~~ such that = a. The

function p : FF - R is also real analytic and surjective. We define
1 : r F  R by

The following theorem can be proved in a totally analogous way to
Theorem 1.

THEOREM 5. - Let ~r : ~A --~ ~A be a suspended flow. Let rrz = rraG
be the equilibrium state of G E .~’a (1~). Suppose that F = (Fl, ... , Fk) E

and ~r are flow independent. Then for any b = (bl, ... , b~) E
(0, and a = (al, ..., a k ) E 
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as T --~ oo, for a computable constant C(a). The convergence is uniform
on compact subsets of rF. Further, if (p(a))2 > 0 for some i E ~1, ... ,1~~,
then (8.1 ) holds with bi replaced by oo.
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